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Here at Independence Mobility, our number one mission is 
to help improve lives for the better! We’ve been supplying 
specialist healthcare equipment since 2004 and are proud 
to have helped improve the lives of thousands of customers, 
and we are committed to helping thousands more.

We work closely with the leading UK manufacturers to ensure we offer the latest 
innovative mobility solutions for end-customers. We supply a wide range of specialist 
seating, wheelchairs, beds, children’s cycles, pressure care products, moving and 
handling equipment, and more, for both adults and children.

As well as our commitment to end-customers, we’re also committed to supporting 
and working closely with physiotherapists, occupational therapists and other clinical 
professionals. Our vast experience in the healthcare industry means we are well-placed 
to provide advice and support to ensure clients receive the very best equipment for their 
unique and individual needs.

Our team of knowledgeable and caring consultants provide impartial product advice 
and offer client assessments across our complete product range. We’re proud to be 
respected for our professional yet personal approach and we absolutely love what  
we do – helping to change a child’s or adult’s life for the better!

Anthony Mitchell
Anthony Mitchell - Company Director

passionate about 
changing lives

experienced in supporting  
case management companies
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For anyone who’s been involved in a serious accident and suffered life-changing injuries, we understand 
how vitally important it is to get the best possible medical support to continue to lead life to the full. 

Not only is medical support needed during the recovery and rehabilitation periods, but it’s very often required 
on a permanent, ongoing basis, particularly for those who have sustained irreparable injuries.

Where specialist medical and mobility equipment is needed to form part of that medical support, Independence 
Mobility is here to help. We’ve been working with case managers and case management companies 
for many years and have vast experience in creating solutions to support an individual clients’ needs.

PREMIUM QUALITY MOBILITY 
EQUIPMENT AND IMPARTIAL ADVICE

–
We work with a wide range of UK manufacturers  
to offer clients a complete range of premium quality 
mobility equipment including… 

•  Specialist Seating

•  Manual & Powered Wheelchairs

•  Adjustable Beds 

•  Mattresses

•  Hoists & Slings

…and much more.

Working with a wide variety of suppliers means that 
we’re 100% independent, which means we’re able  
to provide completely impartial advice to ensure  
your clients’ needs are fulfilled to the highest  
possible standards.

EXPERIENCED AND  
KNOWLEDGEABLE TEAM

–
All our team have significant knowledge in all areas 
of mobility and are experienced at carrying out client 
assessments to assess which equipment is best suited 
to a client’s specific needs. 

We are happy support case managers in whatever 
way is needed – whether it’s advice over the phone 
or joining you on client visits.
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SPECIALIST 
SEATING
– 
The range of specialist 
chairs from Seating 
Matters are changing 
the world of healthcare 
seating. Extensively 
researched and designed 
by clinicians, these 
revolutionary chairs meet 
pressure, posture, comfort, 
mobility and functional 
requirements together 
in one device.

PHOENIX™
-
The Phoenix™ is designed to give maximum 
support to the upper body through lateral and 
head supports. It will also adapt to the changing 
needs of a person being rehabilitated or meet the 
long-term needs of a progressive condition.

The unique adjustability allows the Phoenix™ to 
be used with individuals of different dimensions  
and with varying needs which is ideal for use in 
acute wards or changing environments.

SORRENTO™
-
The Sorrento™ is a simple to operate and stylish 
tilt in space chair which is designed to improve 
and maximize comfort as well as postural 
support and pressure management.

With its adaptability and effortless adjustability, 
the Sorrento™ lends itself easily to multi-user 
environments where the seating needs differ 
between users.

MONACO™
-
Known for its effortless use and enabling 
qualities, the Monaco™ has been designed for 
comfort and mobility with independence at the 
forefront of its design.

The Monaco™ is ideal for users with reduced 
mobility or sitting balance who require comfort 
and support without compromising independence 
in transfers and function. Its unique angle 
adjustable seat creates an optimum and safe 
sitting position when adjusted posteriorly.

MONACO ASSIST™
-
Built on the foundations of the Monaco™,  
the Monaco Assist™ has been designed to 
support those requiring assistance to transfer 
from the chair.

The Monaco Assist™ is ideal for users with 
reduced mobility or sitting balance who require 
comfort and support without compromising 
independence in transfers and function.

 

ATLANTA™
-
The Atlanta™ has been carefully designed 
for those who require the comfort, safety and 
security that only a Seating Matters chair  
can provide.

The Atlanta™ is a robust and durable chair 
which provides a safe and comfortable seat for 
those with vigorous involuntary movements, while 
reducing the risk of falling from the chair.

MILANO™
-
The Milano™ is an accessible, universal chair 
that incorporates the clinical features, quality and 
durability expected of a Seating Matters chair. 
Perfect for multiple users, the Milano™  
can be adjusted in seat width, seat depth and 
footplate height to fit a different patient. It also 
passes stringent infection control standards and 
makes re-issue of the chair very simple.

KIDZ SORRENTO™
-
The Kidz Sorrento™ is a simple to operate and 
functional chair which is designed to improve 
and maximise comfort as well as provide postural 
support and pressure management. With its 
adaptability and effortless adjustability, this 
paediatric specialist chair lends itself easily to the 
needs of growing kids or those with changing 
needs, meaning their comfort, posture and 
pressure management remain uncompromised.

BARIATRIC SORRENTO™
-
The Bariatric Sorrento™ was designed to help 
seat bariatric patients by using improved postural 
support and repositioning, while reducing the 
risk of injury to the patient and staff alike. It 
accommodates those with increased body weight 
and physical size and is the world’s only tilt in 
space bariatric chair. 

 

KIDZ PHOENIX™
-
The Kidz Phoenix™ is the most supportive and 
functional chair of the Seating Matters chairs. 
It provides pressure distribution due to the 
multi-stretch material and reflex foam in the 
seat cushion and offers a great deal of support 
with the tilt in space mechanism and adjustable 
supports. The head support accommodates those 
with kyphotic postures, hyperextension, or those 
who require upper body and head support.

Chair Seat Width (mm) Overall Width (mm) Arm Height (mm)

Phoenix 350 / 400 / 450 / 500 / 550 
/ 600

640 / 670 / 720 / 770 / 820 High - 765 / Med - 740 /
Low - 715

Sorrento 350 / 400 / 450 / 500 / 550 
/ 600

640 / 670 / 720 / 770 / 820 High - 765 / Med - 740 /
Low - 715

Monaco 380 / 450 / 500 / 550 / 600 635 / 690 / 740 / 790 High - 210 / Low - 180

Monaco Assist 380 / 450 / 500 / 550 / 600 635 / 690 / 740 / 790 High - 210 / Low - 180

Atlanta 380 / 450 / 500 / 550 / 600 635 / 690 / 740 / 790 High - 660 / Low - 630

Milano 400–500 700–810 765

Bariatric Sorrento 550 / 600 / 650 / 700 / 750 / 
800 / 850

885 / 935 / 985 / 1035 / 1085 High - 765 / Med - 740 / 
Low - 715

Kidz Phoenix 250 / 300 / 350 / 400 555 / 575 / 625 High - 740 / Low - 715

Kidz Sorrento 250 / 300 / 350 / 400 555 / 575 / 625 High - 740 / Low - 715

CHAIR DIMENSIONS & COLOURS
-

Riviera 
Menton

Ocean 
Blue

Grape 
Purple

Rosso
Red

Cobalt 
Black

Taurus 
Cream

Mocca
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NOTE
The chairs shown above are just a few examples of the styles 
available from Independence Mobility. Visit our website to see more.

–
Riser recliner chairs are the perfect solution for the elderly and for people with medium 
levels of mobility but who struggle to stand up and sit down. The riser function helps a 
person sit down and stand up from their chair. The recline action makes the individual 
more comfortable. 
 
 

RISER RECLINER CHAIRS

ARM HEIGHT
Arms should be able to rest 
comfortably on the armrests.

SEAT HEIGHT
The correct seat height is important to ensure 
comfort and support for the legs and back.

SEAT WIDTH
If the seat is too wide, the user may lean to 
the side. If it’s too narrow, it can put pressure 
on the hips.

SEAT DEPTH
The user should be able to sit right back in  
the chair to ensure they are fully supported.
 

SEAT CUSHIONS
Different cushion types are available 
to accommodate specific needs.

RISE & RECLINE ACTION
A choice of single or dual-motor recliner 
action ensures the chair is easy to get 
in and out of.

ABERDARE
-
The Aberdare riser recliner chair has classic  
scroll arms and full chaise footrest, which 
combined with a deep buttoned back,  
gives excellent lumbar and head support.

MODULO
-
The Modulo is a fully adjustable and flexible riser 
recliner chair. With adjustable seat width, height 
and depth, it can be easily reconfigured for 
different users making it the perfect solution  
for equipment loan stores and care homes.

BRECON
-
The Brecon rise and recline chair features  
scroll arms, a full chaise footrest and a three-
pillow waterfall back. Each cushion can be 
adjusted vertically to give added comfort.

CONWAY
-
A neatly designed rise and recline chair, the 
Conway has solid wood arm knuckles and a 
deep buttoned back giving excellent lumbar  
and head support. A full chaise footrest and 
padded wings complete this design.

DENBIGH
-
The Denbigh riser recliner chair has a  
3-tier waterfall back, full chaise footrest,  
padded wings and solid wood arm knuckles.

Here at Independence Mobility, we offer riser  
recliner chairs that are tailored to the user’s unique 
and specific needs. Each element of a chair can be 
made-to-measure, to create a completely bespoke 
product that provides the correct levels of support.

BACK HEIGHT
The back height is important to  
ensure that the neck is fully supported.

DIMENSIONS
-
All chairs are available in a choice 

of petite, compact and standard sizes.

COLOURS  
& FABRICS
-
A wide range of colours, patterns  

and fabric types are available to 

select from.

RISE & RECLINE 
ACTION
-
Chairs are available with a choice  

of action types including single or 

dual motor.
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MANUAL WHEELCHAIRS
–
Independence Mobility supply a wide range of manual wheelchairs from leading brands 
including Permobil, Sunrise Medical, Invacare and Ottobock. Our range includes rigid,  
folding, passive and sport wheelchairs with a variety of features to suit all requirements.

INVACARE KUSCHALL 
K SERIES
-
With its iconic minimalist open frame and 
lightweight design, the K-Series allows you the 
ability to enjoy everyday activities; whether 
it’s getting to and from work or pursuing your 
exciting hobbies, the K-Series gives you the 
freedom to be you. 

KI  MOBILITY ETHOS
-
The Ki Mobility Ethos has scientifically proven 
vibration damping technology which diminishes 
vibrations received by the body. This is combined 
with an exceptionally rigid lower frame design 
that results in the ultimate high-performance ride.

PERMOBIL TIL ITE TR
-
The sweeping curves of the titanium dual-tube 
frame are the perfect fusion of striking design 
and driven performance. Lighter, more efficient, 
and more elegant than any chair anywhere. 

BREEZY IBIS
-
The Breezy Ibis is a tilt-in-space wheelchair 
that’s robust, highly versatile and offers ultimate 
seating comfort. Combined with the Sedeo Pro 
seating system, it offers excellent adaptability and 
allows for easy customisation to suit individual 
requirements.

INVACARE REA 
CLEMATIS
-
The popular Rea Clematis is a robust and reliable 
manual wheelchair which can be effectively 
adapted to each individual’s specific needs. 
The angle-adjustable seat and backrest helps to 
stabilise posture and allow for other movements.

QUICKIE IRIS
-
The Quickie IRIS is the ultimate tilt-in-space 
wheelchair. It has 55° of Intelligent Rotation in 
Space Technology, a broad range of positioning 
and caregiver options, numerous adjustments, 
and is the lightest tilt in space wheelchair 
available today.
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INVACARE KUSCHALL 
CHAMPION
-
The Kuschall Champion is the rigid chair - that 
folds! This new generation product sets the 
standard at the highest possible level. Experience 
the driving performance, stability and style of a 
fixed frame chair with all the benefits of one 
that folds.

QUICKIE ALL COURT
-
Designed with the help of elite basketball 
wheelchair athletes, the Quickie All Court sports 
wheelchair features a lightweight, adjustable, 
high-performance frame built for manoeuvrability 
and power. 

QUICKIE XENON2 FF
-
The Xenon² is an ultra-lightweight wheelchair 
that’s easy to fold, lift and transport. With a fixed-
front frame for a clean, streamlined design, and 
innovative technology, the Xenon² FF is the ideal 
match for those with a very active lifestyle. 

QUICKIE SHARK RT 
HAND BIKE
-
Designed for leisure and semi-professional 
athletes, the Shark RT hand bike’s innovative 
frame is designed to allow you to perform at 
your best. Delivering the same outstanding 
performance as the Shark RS, the Shark RT offers 
more adjustability and flexibility.

QUICKIE KRYPTON
-
The Quickie Krypton is the ultimate 
lightweight energy efficient wheelchair. 
Unique manufacturing allows the creation of a 
lightweight carbon wheelchair using X BRAID 
technology which has been previously unseen  
in wheelchairs.

QUICKIE SHARK RS 
HAND BIKE
-
The award-winning Quickie Shark RS hand bike 
is the choice of champions. The Shark RS’s new 
innovative frame is designed to allow for the best 
individual positioning and performance.

*The products shown above are just a selection of the models available from Independence Mobility. Visit our website to see more.



POWERED WHEELCHAIRS
–
Our range of wheelchairs also includes powered wheelchairs with models that  
are lightweight and compact, ideal for manoeuvring around narrow spaces. 

OTTOBOCK JUVO  
B5/B6
-
The Juvo B5 & B6 power wheelchairs have a 
modular design that enables the assembly of 
custom-made devices for complex requirements. 
they are available in a choice of three drive types 
and two frame widths.

PERMOBIL X850 
CORPUS 3G
-
With rear-wheel drive, powerful motors and 
robust suspension, the Permobil X850 Corpus 3G 
is a wheelchair which can be safely driven at 15 
km/h. The seat of the X850 Corpus 3G can be 
rotated 180°, making transfer easier.

PERMOBIL F5 CORPUS
-
The F5 Corpus, with agile suspension, is the ideal 
chair for users who need mobility for a more 
active outdoor life, driving on varying surfaces 
and over longer distances. It has a tight turning 
circle, making it a great hybrid for indoor or 
outdoor use.

INVACARE STORM4 
X-PLORE
-
With the Invacare Storm4  X-plore power 
chair, clients can experience the benefits of 
four-wheeled suspension for confident driving 
outdoors whatever the terrain. The increased 
shock absorption and improved traction give the 
ultimate driving performance.

OTTOBOCK C2000
-
The C2000 is an outdoor power delux 
wheelchair offering safety and comfort, even 
over longer distances. The C2000 is compatible 
with the full line of Ottobock special and custom 
controls which means the power wheelchair can 
be tailored to precise requirements.

QUICKIE Q200 R
-
Smartly designed to challenge indoor/outdoor 
powerchair standards, the Quickie Q200 R is 
ultracompact for indoor agility, with stability 
and performance that‘s just as at home on the 
city streets. 

PERMOBIL F5 VS
-
The F5 Corpus VS includes all the power seat 
functions of the F5 Corpus in addition to standing 
and drivability while standing. It should be 
prescribed for users who want to benefit from 
standing but cannot stand independently.

OTTOBOCK B4 NEURO
-
The B4 Neuro Power Wheelchair was developed 
as part of an MND Association initiative to 
develop wheelchairs suited to people living with 
MND and other neurological conditions. It is 
compact enough to fit in the home and sturdy 
enough for outdoor use.

QUICKIE Q700-UP 
F SEGEO ERGO
-
The Quickie Q700-UP F Sedeo Ergo allows you 
to stand whenever you want and offers many 
health and lifestyle benefits. It improves pressure 
relief for those who may have limited ability to 
independently weight shift or have to sit for long 
periods.

QUICKIE Q700 
F SEDEO ERGO
-
The striking Q700 F is a high-performance 
front-wheel drive power wheelchair with superior 
style and manoeuvrability. You can enjoy great 
outdoor performance and excellent indoor 
manoeuvrability with the latest technology to 
keep you safely on-track.

OTTOBOCK C1000 SF
-
The new C1000 SF makes it easier to stand than 
ever before. Movements from almost any sitting 
or semi-recumbent position into the important 
extension of the entire body are enabled 
comfortably. 
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*The products shown above are just a selection of the models available from Independence Mobility. Visit our website to see more.9 10
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ADJUSTABLE BEDS
–
Getting a good night’s sleep is one of the most important factors to our well-being. 
Independence Mobility supply a range of adjustable beds and specialist mattresses  
that provide comfort and support to aid sleep.

ELECTRO MEMORY
-
Experience the ultimate in comfort and quality 
with Bodyease motion technology adjustable 
bed. The space age technology Visco Elastic 
Memory Foam mattress blends technology 
with today’s modern lifestyle. 

MAYFAIR
-
The Mayfair ottoman is sure to create a dramatic 
focal point in your bedroom. The electrically 
operated end opening bed frame with easy push 
button, to effortlessly open base to reveal ample 
storage area. 

AMBASSADOR
-
The Ambassador has been designed to 
encompass the Flex Fit 8000 base. A deluxe 
base, it is beautifully soft to touch, with no hard 
edges to bump in to. This fully adjustable base 
works in harmony with your mattress to provide 
continuous support. 

BODYSLEEP 4000
-
The Bodysleep 4000 not only moves patients 
into a sitting position but also into a standing 
position. This allows them to stand up, improve 
their recovery and increase their confidence 
and well-being.  

IMATIK
-
An elegant bed that combines modern and 
classic style, with a beautifully upholstered head 
end and elegant wooden feet. The design works 
as a smart sleep system meaning the position 
of the mattress can be tweaked for optimum 
comfort. 

INVACARE MEDLEY 
ERGO COMMUNITY 
BED
-
The Medley Ergo range of community beds 
offers the perfect balance of budget, functionality 
and quality. The bed features a four-sectioned 
profiling mattress support which enables a range 
of height combinations to be achieved.  

ITEK
-
This fully adjustable bed offers complete support 
for your posture and is designed to act as the 
perfect platform for your mattress. It features 
integrated Bluetooth technology and USB charge 
points on the base, as well as under-bed lighting. 

INVACARE SB755 
COMMUNITY BED
-
An ideal adjustable bed for all homecare and 
institutional environments, the SB755 community 
bed effectively combines comfort, ease of 
handling and safety. 

RIO
-
With clean lines and a simple but eye-catching 
design, the Rio is the perfect bed for those who 
prefer a traditionally-shaped style, but fancy 
something with a modern twist. It is available with 
a choice of bases to suit your style and budget. 

INVACARE ETUDE PLUS 
COMMUNITY BED
-
The Etude Plus adjustable bed from Invacare is 
the ideal choice for community care. This sturdy 
and durable bed features attractive aesthetics, 
flexible design and easy handling. 

*The products shown above are just a selection of the models available from Independence Mobility. Visit our website to see more.
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PRESSURE CARE PRODUCTS
–
People with limited mobility who spend most of the time in a sitting position are at a much 
higher risk of developing pressure sores. Specialist pressure care cushions actively help to 
reduce the risk of pressure related injuries and provide additional comfort and support. 

MATRX FLO-TECH 
IMAGE CUSHION
-
The Invacare Matrx Flo-tech Image cushion uses 
a combination of a slim, shaped foam cushion 
base and a large gel sac covering the sacral 
area, increasing even weight distribution and 
immersion of the ischial tuberosities.

JAY J3 CARBON 
WHEELCHAIR BACK
-
Designed to provide an ultra-lightweight and 
stylish backrest for active users, the J3 Carbon 
backrest provides firm stabilisation of the pelvis 
and lower spine to encourage an optimal spinal 
curve. 

TRANSAIR ALTERNATING 
CUSHION 
-
A dynamic cushion operating with an 
independent pump using a combination of  
high-density foam and alternating air cells across
the whole support surface which significantly 
reduces interface pressures whilst providing 
patient stability and comfort.

JAY J3 TC WHEELCHAIR 
BACK
-
By seamlessly combining the proven comfort 
and reliability of the Jay J3 back with heat 
and ventilation technology (TC), the J3 TC back 
ensures you are comfortable whatever the 
weather and helps reduce fatigue.

MATRX FLO-TECH 
CONTOUR CUSHION 
-
The surface of the Invacare Matrx Flotech 
Contour cushion is contoured into sections. This 
unique design improves posture and increases 
the support surface area, effectively dissipating 
weight away from specific pressure points. 

JAY J3 WHEELCHAIR 
BACK
-
A series of new improvements to the Jay J3 
backrest range makes this the most versatile Jay 
backrest to suit all shapes, sizes and lifestyles.

JAY BALANCE 
WHEELCHAIR 
CUSHION 
-
Combining the high skin protection qualities of 
the Jay J2 wheelchair cushion with the stability 
and positioning capability of the J3, the new Jay 
Balance wheelchair cushion adds exceptional 
comfort to ensure that there are no compromises. 

INVACARE ESSENTIAL 
CARE MATTRESS
-
The Essential Care mattress is a pressure 
redistributing support surface, developed for 
home care and residential care environments. A 
castellated foam surface provides a cost-effective 
solution for comfort and pressure redistribution.

JAY UNION 
WHEELCHAIR 
CUSHION 
-
The Jay Union is a medium to high risk skin 
protection cushion offering enhanced stability 
and comfort based on fundamental seating 
principles and advanced design technology  
from the Jay Balance. 

INVACARE SOFTFORM 
PREMIER ORIGINAL
-
A high specification replacement mattress 
designed to meet the demands of the Community 
and Acute healthcare environment. Practical and 
durable, this mattress delivers exceptional levels 
of comfort and pressure redistribution at a cost-
effective price.

VICAIR VECTOR 
O2 WHEELCHAIR 
CUSHION 
-
The Vector O2 is the first air displacement 
wheelchair cushion that is entirely machine 
washable without the use of a laundry bag.  
The Vector O2’s open cushion structure ensures 
100% breathability and ventilation.

INVACARE SOFTFORM 
PREMIER MAXIGLIDE 
MATTRESS
-
A high specification foam mattress that offers 
an innovative glide mechanism that significantly 
reduces shear and friction forces when used with 
an electric profiling bed. 
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*The products shown above are just a selection of the models available from Independence Mobility. Visit our website to see more.13 14



HOISTS & TRANSFER AIDS
–
Using the correct type of equipment for client transfers is not only important for the safety of the 
patient, but also for the caregiver to prevent injury. Our range of moving and handling equipment 
includes slings and hoists tailored for a wide variety of needs. 

INVACARE BIRDIE 
MOBILE HOIST
-
With maximum space for the user, the Invacare 
Birdie offers a truly comfortable lift and transfer 
to or from beds, chairs or even the floor. The 
lifters are designed to ensure that folding and 
unfolding can be carried out easily. The Birdie 
Evo mobile hoist is also available.

MOLIFT QUICK  
RAISER 205
-
Molift QuickRaiser 205 is a state of the art  
sit-to-stand hoist, with an electrically adjustable 
leg base and an outstanding lifting capacity.  
The standing hoist is comfortable, stable  
and safe with exceptional manoeuvrability.

HERMES 250 MOBILE 
HOIST
-
The Hermes 250 Hoist is a folding hoist that  
can be vertically stored away when not in use. 
This electrically operated hoist has a greater 
weight capacity of 250 Kg (39st).

SYSTEMROMEDIC 
MINILIFT 160
-
A mobile sit-to-stand lift which has been 
developed to, as gently as possible, assist the  
user when rising from a sitting to a standing 
position. 

ROTA STAND
-
The Rota Stand has been developed to allow 
an assisted transfer from one seated position 
to another. The frame, shin pad and turn table 
combine to give optimum safety to both carer 
and patient during the transfer.

MOLIFT RAISER
-
The Molift Raiser platform is designed to safely 
move the user from a sitting to standing position 
while maintaining the best possible ergonomic 
moving and handling conditions for the caregiver.
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SHOWER COMMODE 
CHAIR
-
This wheeled chair offers dual functionality as 
both showering and commode chair. It has a  
soft-feel polyurethane moulded seat and back  
for comfort and durability.

SHOWER STOOL
-
This shower stool has a clip-on/clip-off perforated 
seat, is height adjustable, and can be stacked.  
It is available in mediatric, bariatric and super-
bariatric sizes.

SHOWER CHAIR
-
This shower chair has a reinforced framework 
in heavier gauge steel to cater for users of up 
to 318kg / 50st. It comes with fixed back and 
vinyl upholstery as standard and can be easily 
converted from shower chair to shower stool.

BATHING & TOILETING
–
Safety is paramount when it comes to bathing and toileting to help prevent slips and falls.  
Independence Mobility offer a wide range of products that are ideal for use in bathroom areas. 

FIXED HEIGHT 
COMMODE
-
The fixed height bariatric commode is a simple 
solution to many size predicaments. It is available 
in a range of options, with a fixed or detachable 
back and in deeply padded vinyl upholstery or 
with comfort polyurethane.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT 
& DETACHABLE ARMS 
COMMODE
-
This bariatric commode has an adjustable height 
and detachable arms, and is available in a 
range of options, with a fixed or detachable back 
and in deeply padded vinyl upholstery or with 
comfort polyurethane. 

PERCHING STOOL 
WITH ARMS & PADDED 
BACK
-
This perching stool has a reinforced framework 
in heavier gauge steel to cater for users of up to 
318kg / 50st. It comes with fixed back and vinyl 
upholstery as standard.

*The products shown above are just a selection of the models available from Independence Mobility. Visit our website to see more. 16



PAEDIATRIC PRODUCTS
–
When choosing mobility products for children, it’s crucial to ensure that the equipment can 
cater for their needs as they continue to grow. Independence Mobility offer a wide range 
of mobility equipment that has been specifically designed for children. Our range includes 
specialist seating (as seen at the front of this brochure), wheelchairs, trikes and much more. 

KI  MOBILITY LITTLE 
WAVE MANUAL 
WHEELCHAIR
-
Little Wave by Ki Mobility is a light, simple to use, 
easy to transport paediatric wheelchair that has 
the ability to change and grow along with the 
user.

ESPRIT ACTION 4NG 
JUNIOR POWERED 
WHEELCHAIR  
-
A compact and lightweight power wheelchair 
for those that like to get about quickly and easily. 
It has lightweight wheels and a narrow overall 
width - narrow enough to manoeuvre around the 
tightest of spaces.

PERMOBIL TIL ITE TWIST 
MANUAL WHEELCHAIR 
-
Designed from the ground up for kids, the Twist 
encourages exploration, independence, and 
playfulness. There are no parts or growth kits  
to buy. Instead, the Twist grows with you.

PERMOBIL K300 PS 
JUNIOR POWERED 
WHEELCHAIR 
-
With Permobil’s K300 PS Junior children can 
join in with every activity. The K300 is supplied 
with a standard seat that grows with your child, 
ensuring a perfect fit at all times, regardless how 
fast they grow.

THERAPLAY IMP 
TRICYCLE 
-
The IMP is small but perfectly formed with a low 
gear ratio for easier pedalling. It is fitted with 
12½” wheels and small diameter handlebars 
for smaller fingers and hands. It is suitable for 
children from 2½ years old.

INVACARE 
SCANBETANG 
PAEDIATRIC BED 
-
A safe and configurable bed that changes with 
your child. It is available in 2 sizes and is perfect 
for children aged from 3 to 12 years old.

To find out more about 
our products and services…

VIS I T        www.independencemobility.co.uk
 
CAL L        0113 2628000

EMAI L    enquiries@independencemobility.co.uk

FOL LOW US

CONTACT US
–

*The products shown above are just a selection of the models available from Independence Mobility. Visit our website to see more.17

https://www.instagram.com/independence_mobility/
https://www.facebook.com/IndependenceMobilityUK/
https://twitter.com/Independencemob
https://www.linkedin.com/company/5199207/admin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCA4Ba5CkYLIl4UYn9rTX8Kg/feed?activity_view=1
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